Resources from today’s MeetUp: 9/13/17

Cre8Mke

The Milwaukee arts education expansion initiative, or Cre8MKE, was established in February 2014, as a city-wide collaborative of community partners and institutions working together to more efficiently and effectively serve students, in-school and out-of-school, through the arts. The mission of the initiative is to ensure equitable access to high-quality arts experiences for all children and youth in the city of Milwaukee.

https://artsedmke.wixsite.com/cre8mke

Year of The Arts (YOTA)

Year of the Arts is a 2017-2018 Milwaukee Public Schools and Cre8MKE collaborative campaign to raise awareness of, reflect upon, draw connections to, and build support for arts education assets and resources. Year of the Arts Goals include:

• Promote and celebrate the arts
• Develop a pipeline to recruit and retain arts educators
• Make connections between history and culture through the arts
• Encourage arts integration within and outside the classrooms
• Build support for MPS arts programs and schools to ensure that EVERY student is afforded quality arts opportunities

For ways to participate, visit:

Hallway Gallery Protocol for arts integrated learning

Adapted from Turnaround Arts, Turnaround Arts Milwaukee and *Harvard Project Zero

- Essential question/learning objective from unit/lesson
- Artist descriptions of the project and process – “Artist Statements”
- Artwork and/or photos of the process
- The common core and arts standards used in the unit/lesson
- *Quotes from artists about the process
  “I was surprised to learn that…” “I am proud of my work because…” “I used to think but now I think…” “The steps I took were…”
- Teacher reflection about the process
- Optional: Opportunity for others to give feedback or ask questions (interactive board)

Express Yourself Milwaukee (EYM)

Thanks to our amazing hosts of the evening Express Yourself Milwaukee (EYM)! EYM brings joy to the lives of at-risk youth while teaching valuable life skills. Students who participate in EYM programs learn the power of self-expression, their own inner strength, and how to make connections with others.

https://www.exyomke.org/